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/ am passionate about
running and off-road in

particular. Fell, trail, ultra •
all of them. I guess my main
passion is mountains. Being
out in nature and exploring
comes into it too. lam quite

competitive. The race element
comes right to the fore for me. I

love to challenge myself. ^ ̂

WORDS STEVE CHILTON

K
im Collison attempts to summarise his passion

for being out in the mountains. I talked to him

just after he had set a new winter Bob Graham

Round record this December. He went on to

explain his background and how he got into his

sport, whilst also giving details of that impressive winter effort.

Kim is not a native of Cumbria, although he has lived there for

a while now. He grew up in Tring, in Hertfordshire, and ended up

at Tring Running Club. His father was interested in sports and

in running in particular. Kim enjoyed running from a very early

age. As a young kid he was always outside playing. At secondary

school, Hemel Hempstead School, he did a bit of cross country,

but says he wasn't so good at team games. X0ne year I remember

not getting in the school cross country team7, he recalls, Nand

then going on and winning all the PE lesson cross countries the

next year. I was that driven and competitive. I didn't stand out at

County level or anything mind/

He was in the Scouts and did a lot of hiking in the mountains.

Through this he was learning navigation, being taken to the

Lakes and Snowdonia. V\ a teenager I knew I wanted to train

to get better. I even remember writing a little training log when I

was quite young. I was tracking my progress even then/

Kim at Botrowdale fell race 2018 ©Grand Day Out Photography
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Having got into running, his father was also into paddle sports.

His father also started doing adventure racing just as that was

starting to happen/! went along to some of those and eventually

did some of those with him7/ says Kim. xMy father did a good

few fell races. I remember coming up to watch him do the

Borrowdale fell race one year. I was sitting and playing in the

river and watching the runners come in. Eventually he came in

and finished. I also remember seeing the results from his doing

the Latrigg fell race.7

Kim's father used to run a landscape gardening business/ and his

mum did the accounts. His father passed away when Kim was

in the last year of University/ which was 2002. Kim then went

travelling for four or five years. He became a dive instructor and

then worked for a tour company called Explore/ on adventure

holidays. Eventually he decided that his travelling was done and

that he needed to move to the Lakes/ having grown up visiting

there a lot. That was where he wanted to be. XI did Adventure

Tourism at Birmingham College of Food and Tourism and had

a grounding in outdoor education. Then I landed at Outward

Bound/ at Ullswater/ after mum moved up to the Lakes to retire/

near Askham. I now live with my wife and two dogs in the North

Lakes. My wife/ Alison Love/ has grown more and more into

being an active runner. She has done a 100-mile race recently.

She is out running on the fells all the time too.7

From 2008 Kim developed more into multi sports. He was always

out running/ biking/ paddling and eventually doing expedition

races/ which became a big draw for him. Having seen them on

television he had a burning ambition to do some of them. xAs I

progressed I ended up on an Adventure Race Team that went

to the World Championships/ which I attended three times/ in

France/ Costa Rica and Ecuador. My highest place at those was

6th. I got an immense sense of achievement from that. Pushing

your ability limit and when you finished you knew you had given

everything. These were 600 to 850 km events. The French one

was seven and a half days/ Costa Rica eight and a half and

Ecuador six days. A long-time to be racing non-stop and coping

with not much sleep.7

Kim did some Mountain Marathons when he was younger/ in his

late teens/ reckoning that it was all brilliant navigation training

and meant he was out on the fells for ages. After he had moved

to live and work in the Lakes there was one particular event he

remembers doing really well at. It was on Dartmoor/ a long score

event. XI did it with a colleague/ Andy Thompson/ and we went on

to win it. Before I lived in the Lakes/ I had a lot of Scout trips

and family trips to prepare for DoE for instance. I would practice

my nav at orienteering events locally/ in Wendover Woods and

others in Hertfordshire.7

Kim Collison is perhaps more widely known for his ultra running

than for traditional fell running. He cites winning the Lakeland

50 as one that he is really proud of. It was the British Trail

Championship in 2014.xlt was like a breakthrough for me. It was

a fairly competitive field for a UK race. It was a really hot day

and I raced really hard from early on/ and withstood pressure

from Marcus Scotney about 35 miles in. That was the start of

a really good period for me. My real proud moment is probably

the World Trail Champs in Annecy/ France. I helped the team to

bronze medals/ coming I think it was 20th place overall.7

He is no slouch on the fells though. Another great memory for

him was his win in the British Champs fell race in the Mourne

Mountains in August 2015. He says he was able to outrun

Morgan Donnelly on the run down into the town.

He gives another example that proved to him that he could race

at the highest level in fell running. It was the Great Lakes fell

race/ which was an English Champs event/ on a wet and windy

day in 2012.xlt involved a bit of navigation and route knowledge7/

he recalls. XI wasn7t up in the lead pack straight away but then

because of some nav confusion I found myself in the lead. I felt

so good/ it was almost like a dream run. Then four of us were

going up Pike o'Blisco/ but I followed the wrong pair of legs to

get the best line. Ben Abdelnoor knew a better line and gapped

me enough to win the race.7

When he moved to the Lakes Kim ran for Eden Runners for a

while. xEden was not so fell focused when I was there. I wanted

to join a fell club and the history of watching my dad run at

Borrowdale helped my decision to join Borrowdale Fell Runners7/

he explains.

xAt Borrowdale Fell Runners I have probably come a little bit

late in terms of their heyday era. I have been too young for the

recent successful Vets team wins/ but I did run in the last of their

Ian Hodgson Relay wins. It was great to be part of that great run

of results/ winning the event nineteen years in a row. We lost the

twentieth on the last leg/when Dark Peak overtook us.7 Kim then

quietly admitted he was on that last leg.

He goes on to mention two clubmates that he has looked up to as

he progressed in the sport. XI guess Steve Birkinshaw was always

my inspiration growing up because of his wins in the mountain
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cending Great End on his re
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Kim on Robinson, the last summit on his winter BGR, 2019 ©Ian Handscomb
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Kim on the summit of Moelwyn Mawr in early March 2020 ©Kim Coll ison

marathons, together with his long-distance ultra-feats in the

mountains.Then when I got to run with him in an OM M it was a

real privilege. We came second, which was not quite the victory

that we had hoped for/

XI have spoken to Billy Bland at an occasional club dinner. He

was a bit before me really. He was more of my dad's era. His

feats are definitely inspiring though. His ethos of hard work

really resonates with me, and that sort of ethos has perhaps been

why I have been successful despite not having the raw talent.

Enough talent, plus hard work, perseverance and finding how to

improve has worked for me/

Kim adds that generally he is a solo trainer, which incidentally

Billy Bland was as well. Kim expands on his own training. xFrom

working at Outward Bound for 10 years my work/life balance

was very varied, with the long hours. I had to do the long miles

on days off, and so lots of time on my own. There is always the

occasional run out with friends and with the club, which usually

involves hard work. I am not predominantly a club runner. I

am more of a 'miles on the fell' trainer. I have used heart rate

training to help me train. Putting in more specific fast stuff, and

hill sprints for instance. More strength work, as I am not as

young as I was and am definitely planning my training better

these days/

Collison is self-coached, but his business has been coaching

others over the last couple of years, but is grateful for support

from others.XI get massages from Jim Davies. He helps keep me

supple and gives me a talking to when I need to have inspiration7,

he chuckles.

This is not the place to give full details of his new winter BGR

record, which have been covered elsewhere, but a couple of

points from our discussion of the event will hopefully indicate

why he is able to reach such a level of performance, particularly

in long endurance events. Kim Collison's preparation for taking

on the record included two previous successful BGRs, and an

aborted solo winter round.
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His first BGR was in May 2009, which was 18 months after he

had settled in the Lake District and started training regular ly on

the fells. His father had done his BGR twelve years before, and

Collison says doing the Round was always going to be his own

first long-distance challenge.

Collison's second round didn't go so well. He decided that he

wanted to do a winter solo unsupported round carrying all the kit/

and duly set off right at the beginning of December 2013. xlt was

supposed to be a clear night7/ he recalls/ 'but it ended up being

really quite foggy. I started off up Skiddaw but got complacent

with my navigation and came off slightly in the wrong direction

ending up in a load of knee-deep heather. I got back on track

for Great Calva/ but by the time I got to Blencathra I had really

lost enthusiasm. I ran down Doddick and then ran home/ back to

Penrith/ so it was still a good long training run/

Collison's second completed Round was a winter round in 2017.

It was undertaken over soft snow/ wearing crampons 90% of the

day. He describes it as an absolutely amazing experience and one

that put a big smile on his face/ finishing as he did in 20 hours

36 mins.

Of his most recent attempt/ Kim says he was aiming for the record

for a winter round/ and to do as fast a time as he could. He had

targeted 1 Dec 2019, as he reckons you can often get better

weather at the beginning of December. It was also a Sunday

which helped for organising pacers. Recalling it now/ he explains

his thinking prior to the event. 'I didn't need perfect weather

because I thought/ "well it is winter and I am gonna have to deal

with it".There was no moon really.The tracker was live because I

know how people like to follow these attempts. People get really

excited and involved with it. It also helps with verifying what you

have done. It is a sort of a record of achievement. I didn't feel

any pressure on us. I was mentally prepared for it/ and physically.

I was confident of what I could do on the day. I knew it would be

hard and that the ground would be frozen. I have got some i Rock

orienteering shoes from VJ, which have the little metal dots in/

which gives a little bit of extra grip on ice and frozen ground. I

used them for the whole round.They were brilliant.'

By the time he dropped into Wasdale he was still in really

good shape and realised that sub-16 was a possibility. He was

thinking "I don't like to limit myself by what has been done in

the past". 'It was more about what I could do that day. It was

about creating an artificial goal of sub-16 which allowed me to

push on after Wasdale and keep pushing/ rather than accepting

that if I kept going at what I was doing I was going to be well

within the 18-18 record [set by Jim Mann]. Psychologically it

helps you to keep driving forward. Having said that/ climbing up

Yewbarrow was a real slog. I think it always is. Looking at the

split compared to Jim's/ I was still up on his pace. Even though

it felt really tough/ that was a notable psychological boost to me

at that point. I am warm/ am moving/ am eating/ keep pushing

and you have got to tick those summits off.'

Then Scoffer (Schofield) arrived just as Kim was halfway down

from Pillar.'Scoffer came out after work/ saw I was moving well

(on the tracker)/ shifted from Honister/ came over Kirk Fell to

make sure he didn't miss me. The psychological boost of seeing

someone like Scoffer who knows the fells and is an inspiration/

as there are so many in my club/ meant I could click into his pace

and effort. He had great lines to follow/ which was a real morale

boost. Usually I know where my red line is/ and I push up to it. I

did have a slight bonk on Great End earlier/ and really had to eat

to get energy back and had to go slower than I wanted for a while.

When your legs start to feel fatigued and when subconsciously

your mind starts to wander/ then you start to accept that pace

that the legs and mind are wanting to go. I had to force myself to

say/ "no actually your legs aren't that bad/ you can run downhill

quicker than this". With Scoffer there I could just concentrate

on pushing my legs to go that bit quicker.'

Kim finished his round in 15-47, which according to the

Bob Graham club is the 9th fastest time. 'Unofficially 10th

fastest because a Brit who lives in America/ Ryan Smith/ did

a 14 something'/ adds Kim. xBut Smith was largely solo/ so

not recognised by the BG Club. I felt absolutely ecstatic. It is

a culmination of years of hard work/ training and knowledge

gaining.The desire to push on and do that time feels like a superb

achievement. It puts a really big smile on my face. This is now

without doubt the highlight for me of my fell career.'

Kim now says that he thinks that probably the Bob Graham

is done for him. 'I know I am not a Kilian Jornet or a Billy

Bland/ so I think 15-47 and in winter stands up for itself.' It

will certainly be interesting to see what he chooses to challenge

himself with next.

STEVE CHILTON

Steve's fourth book 'All or nothing at all: the life of Billy

Bland' will be published by Sandstone Press this July. He

blogs at: https://itsahilI.wordpress.com/
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